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Dear readers,

This issue of “Engelsmann News” takes you on another exciting journey around the world of bulk so-
lids processes. The focus this issue: Handling. 

The “gentle” new member of our screening machine family is a specialist when it comes to handling: 
Our new Long-Stroke Konti is not only extremely gentle on the products, but it also wins over custo-
mers with its easy operability in record time. 

You will also find out why an uncomplicated handling is essential when working with containment sys-
tems and we will give you some valuable tips about protective screening. 

» Gentle Screening, Clever Handling
» Emptying Big Bags: Safe and Easy at OEB 4
» TIP: Protective Screening Machines Used Correctly

We wish you happy reading. 
Your Engelsmann team 



Gentle Screening, Clever Handling 

A gentle operation, simple handling, versatile adjustment options and a big dash of hygienic design 
please! If your screening machine wishlist looks like this, you should really get to know our new long-
stroke Konti screening machine. 

It combines the gentle operation of our long stroke screening machines with the clever handling and 
easy cleaning of our popular Konti II. 

You can find out all the handling advantages of this new screening machine and why a screen change 
in just 30 seconds no longer needs to be just a pipe dream by clicking on the information button. 
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Emptying Big Bags: Safe and Easy at OEB 4

Containment plants are complex systems and as such are often complicated to operate and prone to 
errors. But when handling potentially dangerous substances, any operating errors must absolutely be 
prevented as, in a worst case scenario, this could result in a containment break. 

In our latest article, we will show you how to achieve an error-free big bag emptying under containment 
conditions and what role a high degree of automation can play here. 
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TIP: Protective Screening Machines Used Correctly

A small process step with a big effect. Protective screening machines are usually some of the more 
inconspicuous components in a production hall. However, the role that they play is incredibly important: 
They reliably separate any contaminants and unwanted foreign objects from the product flow and as 
such have already saved some manufacturers from having to recall their products. 

In our latest technical report you can find out what makes a good protective screening machine and 
why it‘s worth using this type of screening machine for more than just a final check before the pa-
ckaging. 
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